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1. INTRODUCTION

ABSfRACf
Algorithms and methods are presented for animating the hands
of a synthetic actor. The algorithms allow not only to move the
hand and grasp objects, but also to compute deformations of the
hand as it moves, for example: rounding at joints and muscle
inflations . The mapping of surfaces onto the skeleton is based
on the concept of Joint-dependent Local Deformation (JLD)
operators, which are specific local deformation operators
depending on the nature of the joints. The major problem in the
hand covering process is the calculation of the coordinate bases.
The key to our method was to find a model for calculating the
bases which was sophisticated enough for the simulation of
complex motions . This model was then improved with
additional realistic elements such as muscle inflations and joint
roundings. The calculation of the coordinate bases of a vertex in
3-space is separated into two cases : single segment covering for
the fingers and two-segment covering for the hand palm. For
positioning the hand on an object, three processes are described:
the calculation of the distance between a hand vertex and an
object, the intersection calculation between the hand and the
object and the semi-automatic calculation of the flex ion angle,
also based on the distance process. Several examples are shown'
and the user interface introduced into the HUMAN FACTORY
system is also described.

RESUME
Des algori thmes et des methodes d'animation des mains
d'acteurs synthetiques sont presentees. Les algorithmes ne
permettent pas seulement de deplacer la main et de saisir des
objets , mais calcule aussi les deformations des mains
lorsqu'elles bougent, par exemple les courbures aux articulations
et les gonflements des muscles . L'enveloppement des surfaces
sur le squelette est base sur le concept d'operateur de
deformation locale dependant de l'articulation (operateur lLD).
Le principal probleme dans le recouvrement de la main est le
calcul des bases de coordonnees. La cle de notre methode a ete
de trouver un modele de calcul des bases assez sophistique pour
la simulation de mouvements complexes. Ce mode le a ete
ameli ore en ajoutant des elements realistes tels que les
gonflements de muscles et les courbures aux articulations. Le
calcul des bases de coordonnees d'un sommet dans l'espace peut
se faire de deux fa90ns : recouvrement d'un segment pour les
doigts et recouvrement de 2 segments pour la paume. Pour la
saisie d'objets, trois approches sont decrites: le calcul de la
distance entre un sommet de la main et l'objet, le calcul
d'intersection entre la main et I'objet et le calcul semiautomatique de I'angle de flexion, base aussi sur un calcul de
distance. Plusieurs exemples sont presentes et l'interface usager
introduit dans le systeme HUMAN FACTORY est decrit.
KEYWORDS:

In three-dimensional character animation, the complexity of
motion may be arbitrarily divided into three parts : facial
animation, hand animation and body animation. A lot of
attention has been devoted to facial animation I 2345678 and
body animation 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 . Very few scientific papers
have been dedicated to hand animation : in the MOP system
designed by Catmull l6 , hands are decomposed into polygons,
but undesired variation of finger thickness may occur. Badler l7
proposes a model based on B-spline surfaces. The surface is
computed based on the skeleton of the hand; spheres are linked
to the B-spline surface, which does not itself appear on the
image. It is only used for the placement of the spheres.
Two problems are important in hand animation : skeleton
motion and surface deformation. Moreover, a connected
pr<?blem is the problem of grasping an object. To grasp an
object, the hand has to be used, and the joints of the hand must
move correctly. And, if an object is grasped, it has to move
with the hand. When the hand is turned, the object must turn
along with the hand. When an object is grasped and moved to a
new position, it is the arm which essentially guides the object.
However to grasp the object, flex ion angles have to be
determined and this problem is known in robotics as an inverse
kinematics problem .
In this paper, we present algorithms and methods used to
animate a hand for a synthetic actor. The algorithms allow not
only to move the hand and grasp objects, but also they compute
the deformations of the hands: rounding at joints and muscle
inflations.
2. HAND SKELETON CONTROL

The animation of the hand is mainly based on parametric keyframe animation. The hand skeleton is defined as a connected set
of segments and joints. A joint is the intersection of two
segments. The angle between the two segments is called the joint
angle. Fig.! shows the left hand skeleton.
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Fig.1 Left hand skeleton
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Motion is specified by giving key values for each joint angle.
Inbetween values are calculated using bicubic splines l8 . The
animator may look at parameter values for any key frame or
interpolated frame. He/she may also obtain a wire-frame view of
the hand for any frame. Fig.2 shows the hand joint angles for
the left hand. We call the original skeleton (without any flexion)
the initial position of the skeleton. Any other position is called
the final position of the skeleton.

1. a parameter to control the inflation amplitude of a joint during
the flexion
2 . a parameter to define the portion of segment to round during
a joint flexion
3 . a parameter to control the inflation amplitude of muscles
inside the hand during a flexion
4 . a parameter to define the location of the point where the
inflation of the internal muscles is maximum during a flexion
As mapping parameters may be defined for each segment by
the animator, JLD operators are only applied to one segment at
once. Moreover, finger segments are independently covered, but
palm segments are covered using a neighbor segment.
For each segment to be covered, the process is as follows: first,
information about both joints limiting the segment are stored:

Fig.2 Joint angles for the left hand; rotations 3-4 and 15-16 are pivoting

3. JLD OPERATORS FOR HAND COVERING

Once the motion of the 3D character is designed, the hand needs
to be covered with surfaces. For this, we try to completely
separate the topology of the surfaces from the skeleton. This
means that the hand may be constructed using any method:
surfaces by sweeping, free-form surfaces or 3D reconstructed
surfaces obtained from digitized projections. Our system
transforms the surfaces according to the wire-frame model
ensuring an automatic continuity between the different surfaces.
The mapping of surfaces onto the skeleton is based on the
concept of Joint-dependent Local Deformation (JLD)
operators 19, which are specific local deformation operators
depending on the nature of the joints. These JLD operators
control the evolution of surfaces and may be considered as
operators on these surfaces. Each JLD operator will be
applicable to some uniquely defined part of the surface which
may be called the domain of the operator. The value of the
operator itself will be determined as a function of the angular
values of the specific set of joints defining the operator.
The case of the hand is especially complex, as deformations
are very important when the fingers are bent, and the shape of
the palm is very flexible. Segments of fingers are independent
and the JLD operators are calculated using a unique segmentdependent reference system. For the palm, JLD operators use
reference systems of several segments to calculate surface
mapping. In order to make the fingers realistic, two effects are
simulated: rounding calculations at the joints and muscle
inflation. The hand mapping calculations are based on normals
to each vertex at the proximal joint. These normals are computed
as the cross product between the vector describing the 3D
orientation of the segment associated with the vertex and the
vector describing the flexion axis at this vertex. Note that this
flexion axis may be modified by the animator for each joint.
Other parameters are used in these mapping calculations and may
be modified by the animator in order to improve the realism of
muscles and joints. These parameters include:

1. The 3D coordinates of the joint in the initial and the final
positions of the skeleton.
2. The initial and the fmal flexion axes of the joint
3 . The initial and final flexion angles of the joints; note that the
initial angles are generally 0; but the animator may define
other initial values.
4. The maximum flexion angle for the joint
5. The four user-defined parameters which characterized the
realism of the surface deformation as described above:
inflation amplitude of the joint, portion of segment for joint
rounding, inflation amplitude of internal muscles and
maximum inflation point of internal muscles
6 . For palm segments, we have to determine and store the
informations 1 to 5 of the joints limiting the neighbor
segment, because some vertices will have their position
determined by the position of the segments (and the normals
at the joints) located on each side of the vertices. It means that
the axis system used to define the position of these vertices in
the 3-space is defined from the orientation of each segment
surrounding them and from the orientation of the normals at
the joints of these segments.
For the first joint of each finger and the wrist joint, pivot
angles are also determined. The pivot angle is a rotation angle of
the flexion axis about the segment, which allows lateral flexions
of the fingers and the hand (at the wrists). From the pivot angle,
the vertical component of the flexion is calculated, because only
this component should be used for evaluating the inflation
amplitude, without any reference to the "lateral" component. The
final flexion angle used for the mapping calculation is the angle
of the projection of the final segment in the plane normal to the
flexion axis (pivot angle = 0), which corresponds to the original
flexion axis. The angle is calculated between the segment
projection (after the flexion) in the plane and the initial segment
(before flexion).
4. MAPPING ALGORITHM

The mapping algorithm works as follows: first, determine
the initial and final normals for both joints of the segment. Then
calculate a modified normal as the average of the initial and fmal
joint normal. This modified normal is then used as y-axis of the
coordinate basis and it will allow the simulation of the external
rounding of a joint during a flexion. Fig.3 shows the principle.
For palm segments, normal and modified normal calculations are
also required for the neighbor segments. Then, a loop is
performed on all vertices associated with the segment to be
covered, and for each vertex, the process is:
Look for the 3D coordinates of the vertex in the digitized character
Calculate the following information to localize the vertex relative to
the segment
Determine a projection of the vertex ,on the segment
Calculate the ratio
R

distance between the projection and the proximal joint
distance between the projection and the distal joint
(The proximal joint of a segment is the nearest joint to the wrist,
while the distal joint is the other joint)
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Calculate the "vertex thickness", which is the distance between the
vertex and its projection on the segment.

Fig. 4 shows the principle.
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5. CALCULATION OF THE COORDINATE BASES OF A
VERTEX IN 3-SPACE

NB2
Fig.3 Normal calcul ations. a) Original normals, initial position b) Original
normals, fmal position (nexion angle=<J) c) Modified normals, final position
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Fig .5 Normal interpolation for an inbetween area. Npo and NPm: original and
modified normals for the area of the proximal joint of the segment to cover;
Npo' and NPm': original and modified normals for the area of the proximal
joint of the neighbor segment; Npi and Npi': interpolated normals for each of
both areas of the proximal joint; Ri : inbetwen ratio (projection onto the
virtual segment); interpolated normal = Ni = Ri Npi' + (I -Ri) Npi
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FigA Concepts of projection, ratio and thickness.5: Vertex of the digitized
ch aracter; Pr: Proximal segment joint; Di : Distal segment joint; Proj :
Projection of 5 onto the segment; E: Thickness of 5 (distance from S to
Proj ); LI : dislance from Pr to Proj; LT' distance from Pr to Di; Ratio =

ci:

A projection is also determined on the segment in its final
position by calculating R (pF.D - PF.P) + PF.P where R is the
above ratio, PF.P is the final position of the proximal joint and
PF.D the final position of the distal joint. If the segment to be
covered is a segment of the palm, same projection calculations
are performed, but relatively to the neighbor segment, in order to
obtain an initial projection and a final projection on this segment
. These projections are used to simulate a virtual segment (see
Fig.5 and Section 5) linking the vertex projection on the segment
to be covered to the vertex projection on the neighbor segment.
The projection of the final position is also used as reference
point or position relative to the segment, in order to allow the
transformation from the initial position to the final position.
This virtual segment allows the calculation of a scale factor:
F = length of the virtual segment at the initial position
length of the virtual segment at the final position

If the neighbor segment in the final position is further from
the segment to be covered than in the initial position, the scale
factor F will be greater than 1 otherwise it is in the range [0,1[.
In this latter case, the distance between both segments has
decreased relatively to the initial position and an inflation should
be generated.

The problem may be separated into two cases: single segment
covering for the fingers and two-segment covering for the palm.
We also separate the processing of external vertices (the upper
side of the hand) and the processing of internal vertices (lower
side of the hand). This separation is determined using the cosine
of the angle between the direction of the vertex relative to the
projection onto the segment and the direction of the normal used
as y-axis.

5.1 Single segment covering
In the case of external vertices, the segment is divided into three
areas, using the parameters given by the animator (see Fig.6 and
Section 3). A different coordinate basis is calculated for each
area, because the simulation of joint rounding may be very
different for each joint, due to the type of flexion. The normals
at each joint are used as Y-axes of the coordinate bases (the
positive direction is towards the upper part of the hand) ; the
middle area (area 3) is a buffer and uses an interpolated normal
between normals of the areas 1 and 2.

0.3

0.8

Iproximal joint I

area I

IldistaI joint I
area 2

area 3

Fig .6 Segment areas for the covering of external vertices . Proximity of the
proximal joint =0.3; proximity of the distal joint = 0.2

In the case of internal vertices, the muscle is inflated along
the whole segment length.

5.2 Two-segment covering
In the case of external vertices, three areas are specified (see
Fig.7). Areas along each of both segments (areas 1,4, 7 and
areas 6, 3, 9) are determined as in the case of single segments
using animator-defined parameters and they are processed as
above.
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- the ratio of this projection to the virtual segment, which means
the distance between this projection and the projection of the
vertex onto the segment to cover divided by the length of the
virtual segment
- a new thickness value obtained from the distance between the
vertex and its projection onto the virtual segment.
The direction of the virtual segment is used as x-axis. For the
y-axis, the normal is interpolated at each normal limiting the
virtual segment. These normals are themselves interpolated from
the normals calculated in the areas along the segments, as shown
in Fig.5.

Fig.7. Areas for a two-segment mapping. P: proximal joint of the segment to
cover; D: distal joint of the segment to cover; p.: proximal joint of the
neighbor segment; D': distal joint of the neighbor segment; ProxP: proximity
parameter of P; ProxD: proximity parameter of D; ProxP': proximity
parameter of P'; ProxD': proximity parameter of D'

However, these parameters are also used to determine areas
between the segments, as shown in Fig.7 (areas 2, 5, 8). For
these inbetween areas, the calculation of the bases is different,
because there are no roundings to be calculated. In the case of
internal vertices, we have only three areas: one for the segment
to be covered, one for the neighbor segment and one inbetween
area No internal inflation has to be calculated.
5.3 Detennination of the bases for external vertices
For areas with one joint (areas I and 2 of Fig.5 and areas
1,3,7,9 of Fig.7), we use as x-axis, the direction of the segment
in space, and as y-axis the direction of an interpolated normal
between the original normal and the modified normal; this
interpolation is carried out according to the relative position of
the vertex projection onto the segment inside the area (see
Fig.8). The z-axis is obtained as the cross product of the x-axis
and the y-axis.

Ratio

\:~

Ratio

ProXD

PrOXP

Fig.IO. Normal interpolation for a tampon area. Npm and NPm~ modified
normals for the proximal and distal joints; the interpolated normal is
computed as: NI ~ Ratio NDm + (I -Ratio) NPm

5.5 Vertex detennination
Once the coordinate bases have been found for a vertex in the
initial and the final position, the last step consists of representing
the position of the vertex in the basis of the initial position in
order to obtain a relative position in the space. To obtain the xyzcoordinates of the vertex in the basis, we have to represent in the
initial basis, the vector obtained by the direction of the vertex in
the space relative to its projection either onto the nearest
segment, or onto the virtual segment, depending on the area in
which it is located.
6. SIMULATION OF MUSCLE INFLATIONS AND JOINT
ROUNDINGS

Coordinates may be then modified in order to simulate muscle
inflations and the roundings of joints for improving the realism.

)(
Fig.S . Normal interpolation for an area contammg one segment. No ~
original normal, Nm~ modified normal; the interpolated normal is computed
as:
Ratio N
(1- Ratio
N
Proximity) m
Proximity 0 +

For the buffer area of a segment (area 3 of Fig. 6 and areas 4
and 6 of Fig. 7), the x-axis is also the direction of the segment,
but for the y-axis, the normal is interpolated between the original
normal of the proximal joint and the original normal of the distal
joint. The relative position is calculated according to the position
of the vertex projection between the two limits of the buffer area,
as shown in Fig.9.
p

Ratio

o ProxD

5.4 Detennination of the bases for external vertices
For inbetween areas, the method above for calculating the bases
:-vorks well. For areas of segments, it is better to directly
Interpolate between the modified normals of each joint in order
to avoid discontinuities in the internal inflations. The y-axis is
calculated as shown in Fig. 10, the y-axis and z-axis are
calculated as above.

o

ProxP

Fig .9. Normal interpolation for a tampon area.Np ~ original normal for the
proximal joint,ND ~ original normal f or the distal joint; the interpolated
normal is computed as: R' ND + (l -R') Np with R'

~ Ratio -

IPproxPD - ProxP
- rox

Finally, for the inbetween areas (used only for two-segment
covering), the method uses the virtual segment introduced in
Section 4. This virtual segment allows the calculation of
inbetween values:
- a projection of the vertex to be covered onto the virtual
segment

6.1 Joint roundings
The process of rounding the hand surface at the joints is only
performed when the animator-defined parameter for external
infl~t.ion ~s greater than zero. In this case, we have to modify the
pOSItIOn In y and z of the external vertices located in the areas
where there are joints. The modification is made using the
following flexion ratio:
FR =

flex ion angle given at the joint
maximal angle possible for the joint

. T~is means th.at th~ g~eater the flexion, the greater the
InflatIon. The modIficatton IS also based on the relative position
to the segment: the larger the ratio, the less the inflation.
Moreover, when the direction of the vertex is further from the
normal determining the y-axis, the z-coordinate increases. The
amplitlIde of the inflation is directly proportional to the animatordefined parameter.
6.2 Muscle inflation
If the animator-parameter for muscle inflation is greater than
zero, we have to modify the y-coordinate of the internal vertices
located in the segment areas. The maximum inflation is directly
proportional to the value of the internal inflation parameter and
the above flexion ratio. The variation in y is defined by two
exponential functions (ab) joined together (exponential functions
are easy to modify). The a value is determined according to the
relative position of the vertex projection onto the segment (ratio)
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and according to the join point of both functions (this is an
animator-defined parameter) .. The calculation of this value a
depends on the the value of the ratio relative to the value of the
join parameter. The calculation method is shown at Fig.l!.

o
P

o

o

o

o
D

J

P:proximal segment joint; D: distal segment joint; J: relative position Uoin)

a=(R-j)/(l-j)
~""''''''''''''''''''''''''''+---•• ~-r'''''~~~~''''''''''~

J=join

J
R= Ratio

R>J

Fig.!! The use of exponential functions for muscle inflations

The b value for each exponential function has been semiempirically defined in order to obtain curves as shown in
Fig.ll . It means that exponential functions should be adjusted
for better results. Then the exponential functions are applied to
the y-values, according to the ratio, in order to determine the
new y-value after inflation. Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 show the
appearance of a finger before and after application of the
exponential functions .

Fig. 12 Aspect of a finger before (a) and after (b) application of the
exponential functions

Once these modifications have been performed, the xyzcoordinates are converted into the final coordinate basis by using
as origin the final projection as extrapolated at the beginning.
An example of animated sequence is shown in Fig.14
(skeleton) and in Fig. 15 (shaded image).

6.3 Comments on the method
The major problem in the hand covering process is the
calculation of the coordinate bases. We have tried to achieve
both accuracy and flexibility . Our results are accurate, because
the use of JLD operators allow the accurate simulation of joint
roundings and the buffer areas avoid rough changes of
coordinate bases, which could generate bad deformations. Also
accuracy, because of the use of virtual segments in the
inbetween areas avoids large variations in the orientations of the
axes of the inbetween bases between two segments. This is
specially important in the case of the thumb-index area where the
segments of the palm are very mobile one relative to one other.
The approach is flexible, because of the use of 9 areas for
processing vertices according to their position relative to the
segments, although a proximal assignment has been performed.
This avoids assigning some vertices to the wrong segment. The
key to our method was to find a model for calculating the bases
which was sophisticated enough for the simulation of complex
motions. It should be noted that discontinuities are avoided for
external vertices, because of the inbetween area.

7. OBJECT GRASPING

- allowing the hand to be positioned on objects avoiding any
intersection between the objects and the hand.
For any object of the list, we store the joint to be associated
with the object and the initial and final time of association. The
joint is used as a reference point in the 3-space or origin point of
the basis used for the calculation of the positions of the object in
the space. The initial time and final time indicate the period of
association of the object with the joint. As for hand mapping, an
initial basis is calculated for the starting position of the object
and a final basis for the final position. As the origin of the bases
is in fact the associated joint, the object will follow the motion of
the joint. Axes of the bases are the flex ion angle in x, a segment
belonging to the joint in y, and the cross product in z. With such
an approach, the object in the 3-space is oriented according to
the flexions of the associated joint. For positioning the hand on
an object, three processes exist:
1. The calculation of the distance between a hand vertex and an
object. This consists of representing a hand vertex in a basis
with an origin corresponding to a point belonging to a facet
of the object (selected by the animator). The axes of the basis
are a vector in the facet plane in X, the normal to the plane in
y, and the cross product in z. Such a basis is used, because it
gives a good idea of the position of a hand vertex with
respect to the object. x- and z-coordinates indicate the lateral
position and the y-coordinate indicates whether the hand and
the object have a contact. To obtain this information, surface
mapping has only to be calculated for the segment which
contains the hand vertex for which the distance to the object
has to be evaluated.
2. The intersection calculation between the hand and the object.
This process uses the distance process, but for each vertex
belonging to a particular segment specified by the user.
3. The semi-automatic calculation of the flexion angle is also
based on the distance process. The user has to specify the
contact point on the hand, the contact facet on the object and
the joint for which the flexion angle has to be calculated.
Instead of using an inverse kinematic process, which may be
too time-consuming for an interactive editor, a dichotomous
search is used for finding the angle a which corresponds to a
distance DIST(a) such that IDIST(a)-DISTkE where E is a
threshold value. The hand mapping process is still used for
the segment containing the contact point on the hand. It
means that the animator should get the hand close enough to a
correct grasp that the system can just bend one angle to make
contact.
Collision between other hand parts are not taken into
account. Fig.16 - 19 show frames of an animation sequence
with the synthetic actress Marilyn Monroe.

8. SOFfWARE ENVIRONMENT
Hand animation and object grasping are part of the HUMAN
FACTORY animation system. The main purpose of the
HUMAN FACTORY system is the direction of synthetic actors
in their environment. In this fourth generation system, synthetic
actors are controlled by animators and designers without any
programming knowledge. Not only has the user a high-level
interface with menus and commands, but also he/she may add
his/her own commands and menus to the system. The HUMAN
FACTORY system is structured into four main modules:
- BODY-MOVING: a human body animation editor
- FACE-MOVING: a human face animation editor
- SABRINA: an object modelling and image synthesis system
- MIRANIM: an extensible director-oriented animation system

Our approach to the problem of hand grasping may be
considered as semi-automatic. Object manipulation consists of:
- handling a list of objects associated with a hand for a certain
time and calculating the positions in 3D-space

9. THE USER INTERFACE
Although object grasping may involve other joints, we shall
limit our description to arm control from the shoulder. Arm
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joints which are concerned are: shoulders, elbows and wrists.
For example, the command SHOULDER controls the three
angles for the shoulders: flexion angle, pivot angle and twisting
angle; its syntax is as follows:
SHOULDER

[LEFT/RIGIIT][FLEXION/PIVar/I'WISTING]
<keyl><key2><step><value>
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Similarly, we define:
ELBOW [LEFT/RIGH11 [FLEXION{fWlSTING]<keyl><key2><Step> <value>
WRIST [LEFTIRIGHT] [FLEXION/PIVOTI<key I> <key 2> <step> <value>

For the hands themselves, we define metacarps joints Goints
1 and 2) for the palm animation and finger joints Goints 6 to 17).
As shown in Fig. 1, metacarpi are small bones linking joints 2 to
3 and 1 to 6. The flexion of metacarps may vary from 0 to 20
degrees. They can be controlled by the command:
METACARPUS [LEFT/RIGHT] <key I> <key 2> <step> <value>

Fingers joints are separated into two groups: the five joints at
the finger base (3, 6, 9, 12 and 15) and the two other joints for
each finger (4,5,7,8,10,11,13,14,16 and 17). For the first
category, two angles are defined for each joint: the flex ion and
pivot angles; the command is defined as:
FINGERI

[LEFT/RIGHT] [TIillMB/INDEX/MIDDLE/RING/PINKY]
[FLEXION/PIVOT] <key I> <key 2> <step> <value>

For the second category, only a flex ion angle is defmed:
FINGER23 [LEFT/RIGHT] [THUMB/INDEX/MIDDLE/RING/PINKy]
[KNUCKLES2/KNUCKLES31 <key I> <key 2> <step> <value>

As shown in previous sections, there are two types of
operations for hand grasping: object association and semiautomatic angle calculation. The OBJECfS command allows the
association of an object with a hand joint for a given time. The
command is defined as follows:
OBJECTS <object identifier> [THUMB/INDEX/MIDDLE/RING/PINKy]
[LEFT/RIGIIT] [KNUCKLES2/KNUCKLES3]
<starting time><stopping time>

For example, "OBJECTS APPLE INDEX RIGHT KNUCKLES2 5 10"
means that until time 5, the apple will be drawn at its intial
position, then from time 5 to time 10, the apple will follow the
motion of the second index joint. After time 10, the apple is
considered as located at its final position. Three similar
commands calculate, for a given key-frame, the flexion angles
required to place a hand vertex in contact with the surface of an
object. The animator specifies the vertex on the hand and the
facet of the object. For example, the command AUTO_WRIST
calculates the flexion angle for the wrist:
AUTO_WRIST <keyfrarne number> [LEFTIRIGHTI <hand vertex number>
<objec t identifier> <object facet number>

Similarly the commands AUTO_F_1 and AUTO_F_2_3
calculates the flexion an gles for the fingers.

10. CONCLUSION
This paper has described algorithms for animating the hand and
grasping objects in the context of synthetic actors. These
methods have proved efficient for producing computer-generated
fIlms. However, task-level issues need to be emphasized and
robotics and A.I. techniques must be introduced to allow
automatic object grasping. This implies the evaluation of the
flexion angles of the joints from the current position of the hand
and the current position of the object to be grasped. This
problem is quite similar to a robotics problem20 , such as inverse
kinematics. Moreover, the animation of the hand is dependent on
the object shape- a plate is not grasped in the same way as a
glass. This is A.I. type problem21 . Future research at MIRALab
will focus on these issues.
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Fig.13 Appearance of a finger before and after application of exponential functions

Fig.14 Animated sequence (skeleton)

Fig.15 Animated sequence (shaded images)
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Fig. 16-19 Animation sequence with object gra~ping
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